
         1. Jesus regularly engaged in demonic deliverance. [MARK 1:27, 39]
         2. The disciples regularly engaged in demonic deliverance. [LUKE 10]

             [ACTS 16]

             deliverance. [JAMES 4:1-10]

             fanatic exorcism.

              possession and demonic oppression.
         3. Fear and ignorance fuel doubt of biblical freedom and deliverance.
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I. Freedom and Deliverance Ministry
    
    A. Biblical Proof

         3. The early church regularly engaged in demonic deliverance. 

         4. The New Testament provides clear instructions for demonic 

    B. Personal Doubt

         1. Hollywood has distorted biblical deliverance into extreme and 

         2. Christians do not understand the difference between demonic 
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II. Gaining Freedom from Demonic Influences

          1. Accept Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior. [JOHN 1:12]
          2. Confess sins. [1 JOHN 1:9]
          3. Reject the lies and works of Satan. [2 CORINTHIANS 4:2]
          4. Pray prayers of deliverance and protection. [EPHESIANS 6:18-20]
              a. Personal prayer has a direct impact on spiritual warfare. [MARK 9:29]
              b. Power falls where prayer prevails. [the book of Acts]

               you. [ACTS 16:16]

                    [LUKE 22:31-32].
           6. Say “No” to Satan’s temptations. [JAMES 4:7-10]

                resentment you have toward God.

                [EPHESIANS 6:17, MATTHEW 4:4-10)

     A. The Cure for Demonic Influence/Oppression

          5. Allow spiritually qualified Christians to pray prayers of deliverance over 

               a. Intercessory prayer provides deliverance for others under attack.    

           7. Forgive others who have hurt you, forgive yourself, and reconcile any 

           8. Read and apply the Word of God. 

           9. Walk in the freedom and deliverance of Jesus Christ. 
                [COLOSSIANS 1:13]

Unless otherwise noted, today's Scripture is from the New Living Translation [NLT]
Watch this message and other recent messages online at heritageqc.com/watch.                                          

1) Admit that you have sinned against God and others.
2) Believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God and died for you on the cross.
3) Commit to following Jesus Christ all the days of your life!

How to receive forgiveness from God:


